
Murderous Diplomacy... 
The massive, bipartisan report by the Senate’s special 

committee on. the Central Intelligence Agency’s covert 
plots against foreign leaders removes ail doubt that this 
arm of the United States Government was involved in 
activities which are inexcusable by any standards of 
international morality and diplomatic expediency—and . 
which must: be eliminated’ from all future intelligence. 
operations. 

Blame for the criminal activities. exposed in the report 
cannot be assigned to any one Administration or politi- 
cal party. The plotting against leaders of the Dominican 
Republic, the Congo, Cuba,’ South Vietnam and Chile 
spanned a period of more than ten years and four Presi- 
dencies. Its common denominator was the existence 
of an amoral secret bureaucracy that operated with the 
full ‘knowledge of the C.LA. high command. As these 
agents of conspiracy and murder used or dispensed 
their lethal weapons, they were never given the slightest 
reason to doubt that they enjoyed the sanction of the 
highest authority within the C.LA. and beyond. 
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In the aftermath of these outrages, it matters little 
thal, as the agency claims, no actual deaths were attrib- 
utable to direct C.1.A. action. Even if native dissidents 
actually pulled the trigger, the encouragement and sup- 
port given to such political murders by American agents 

_ Clearly implicate the United States and undercut its 
moral authority in international affairs. It is disingenu- 
ous to say that the guns given to members of a military 
junta in Chile were intended only to facilitate the abduc- 
tion, but not the murder of General Schneider. Placing 
weapons in the hands of political goons constitutes com- 
plicity in murder. . 

American officials who entered into an. alliance 
between ‘the C.LA. and the Mafia were guilty of nothing 
less than subverting the Federal drive against organized 
crime. It is inconceivable that those who engaged the 
underworld as hired’ guns in foreign intelligence would 
not realize that such an assignment would give the 
Mafia’s high command at home a kind of implied security 
blanket for its own domestic operations. , 

It is some—but small—consolation that none of these’ 
gangster-like exploits was proven to have been author- 
ized directly by any occupant of the White House. When 
Presidents, whether carelessly or deliberately, expressed 
the view that certain foreign political leaders were 
“unacceptable” to the United States, they should have 
anticipated the response by a covert sector of the iniel- 
ligence community whose business was to plot murder. 
If on the other hand they did not know of the existence 
of such assassination units, the heads of the C.I.A., who 
did know, were incredibly irresponsible in withholding 
such information from the President, thus allowing the 
intelligence apparatus literally to get out of control. 
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